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Abstract

Previous research shows that feelings of vulnerability, as measured by fear of crime, are associated with preferences for physically formidable and dominant mates (PPFDM), ostensibly because of the physical protection such mates can afford. In the lab and in the field, we tested whether the relationship between PPFDM and fear of crime is pronounced when the risk of crime is relatively high, and for crimes that are evolutionarily more costly. In Study 1, women were presented with daytime and night time images that featured a lone shadowy male figure, crime hotspots and safespots, and they reported their risk of victimisation in the situation depicted in the image. In Study 2, we had female participants walk through crime hotspots and safespots in a city centre during the daytime, and had them report their perceived victimisation risk for different types of crime, perpetrated by a male- versus female. Participants in Study 1 and 2 also completed a scale that measures PPFDM. In both studies, we found that PPFDM was positively associated with fear of crime in hotspots and in safespots. Additionally, fear of crime was significantly affected by risk situation (i.e., safespot versus hotspot, night time versus daytime). The relationship between PPFDM and fear, however, did not vary in relation to risk situation, perpetrator gender, or crime type, suggesting that the psychological mechanisms underlying the relationship between perceived risk of victimisation and PPFDM are general in nature. Women who prefer physically formidable and dominant mates tend to feel more at risk of crime, regardless of the situational risk factors present.
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Natural selection increases the prevalence of adaptive traits that benefit successful reproduction and survival (Dobzhansky, 1956). Crime and violence, particularly sexual assault, can reduce significantly a female’s fitness as well as her relatives’ and close allies’ fitness (e.g., see Duntley & Shackelford, 2012). Criminal victimisation has multiple costs (Perilloux et al. 2012), including physical and psychological pain (Thornhill & Palmer, 2000), such as depression (Atkeson et al. 1982), untimely pregnancy with an undesired mate (Gottschall & Gottschall, 2003), or death (Duntley & Shackelford, 2012), resulting in additional costs such as loss of future reproduction and harm to existing offspring. As such, evolutionary theorists (e.g., Duntley & Shackelford, 2012; Smuts, 1992) have argued that violence during our ancestral history has contributed to shaping the psychology of women through the production of adaptations that are designed to reduce victimisation costs.

Duntley and Shackelford (2012) argue that, whilst avoidance of violence is the most effective strategy, an attack may not always be avoidable, and thus individuals often must resort to alternative strategies for protection. They hypothesise that people have evolved adaptations to reduce their risk of victimisation. For example, women’s mate selection criteria should, and indeed, evidence suggests that it does, include a preference for mates who can offer protection for themselves and their offspring (e.g., Buss, 1994; Snyder et al. 2011) through being physically formidable and dominant, known as “the bodyguard hypothesis” (Wilson & Mesnick, 1997). For example, women prefer protective qualities in male friends (Bleske-Rechek & Buss, 2001) and short-term or extra-pair mating partners (Buss & Schmitt, 1993; Greiling & Buss, 2000), supposedly due to the protection they can afford.

However, men who have these protective qualities also have less desirable traits that are costly to their mates. Traits that enable protection, such as aggression, dominance and physical
formidability, can also be costly to partners (Snyder et al. 2011). For example, aggressive traits (e.g., anti-sociability and anger) predict partner abuse (Lorber & O’Leary, 2004) and have been associated with coercion (e.g., Hawley, 2003). Coercion, as well as increased anger, physical aggression, and involvement in fights are also more prevalent in men who are physically stronger than average (Archer & Thanzami, 2009; Sell et al. 2009). Moreover, high testosterone in men is associated with lower sympathy and decreased response to infant cries (Fleming et al. 2002). Despite these costs, some women still desire men with traits associated with aggressive-formidability.

Snyder et al. posit that women’s long-term mate preferences are the product of evolved psychological mechanisms, wherein women who feel vulnerable to violence select mates with traits indicative of aggressive dominance and physical formidability. They maintain that preferences for physically formidable and dominant males (PPFDM) adapt to women’s circumstances, and may fluctuate as the need for protection varies. Furthermore, women base their perceptions of how at risk they are on the prevalence of violence in their environment, and on their ability to defend against it, whether on their own, or via protection afforded by others. Optimally, women’s mate preferences would be periodically updated in keeping with environmental circumstances. Based on this theoretical framework, Snyder and colleagues hypothesised that women’s vulnerability to violent crime would predict PPFDM, particularly in relation to long-term partner preferences. Put differently, the relationship between vulnerability and PPFDM is strongest when the benefits of formidable mates, such as increased access to resources and protection, outweigh the costs.

To investigate the relationship between fear of crime and mate preferences, Snyder et al. (2011) measured women’s PPFDM as well as their subjective perceived vulnerability to crime, asking them how worried they were about becoming a victim of various types of crime (mugging, violent attack, sexual assault, burglary, vehicle damage/vandalism, theft of personal property, motor vehicle theft, and general vandalism), using the British Fear of Local Crime Survey. They also estimated, based on zip code, women’s actual risk of crime (i.e., based on property and violent crime levels combined) in their present environment and childhood environment, as well as median household
income and income inequality. They found that PPFDM was related to subjective perceptions of crime (Studies 1 and 2), as well as actual childhood levels of violence (but only in Study 1). Preferences were not related to current actual levels of crime, to current income, or to current or childhood income inequality. In Study 3, they sought to prime women’s fear of crime, randomly assigning women to view photographs that portrayed either danger or safety cues. They tested whether women who had been exposed to dangerous cues would show heightened levels of fear of crime, and stronger preferences for formidable mates. However, the priming manipulation did not affect fear of crime or mate preferences. Rather, fear of crime predicted muscularity preferences, and subjective fear of crime predicted preferences for formidable mates.

Based on these findings, Snyder et al. suggested that PPFDM is dependent on a woman’s self-assessed vulnerability, rather than on actual prevailing rates of violence. They also proposed that perceived vulnerability may be a relatively stable trait that is not sensitive to state perturbation, but rather that is acquired in childhood via exposure to violence. Life history models of attachment posit that early infancy provides crucial information about environmental risks (e.g., Del Giudice, 2009). Evidence supports this proposition. Sherman et al. (2015) found that the prevalence of registered sex offenders in people’s childhood neighborhood was associated with their perceptions of their own criminal victimisation risks as adults. What is more, future reproductive strategies might be based on childhood exposure to crime. However, it is only adaptive to base future reproductive strategies on childhood indicators of risk in relatively stable environments (Del Giudice, 2009).

Marzioni and colleagues (2013) found current environmental factors, such as prevalence of violence, to directly influence mate preferences, such as preferences for dominance in a male partner. Therefore, the association between PPFDM and fear of crime may vary according to the likelihood and evolutionary costs of violence.

Another explanation for the lack of correlation between current residential area and PPFDM found by Snyder et al. may be due to the possibility that women with high PPFDM generally feel more vulnerable regardless of where they currently live. Therefore, we will extend Snyder and
colleagues’ (2011) research by measuring women’s current PPFDM levels and assessing whether women with relatively higher PPFDM feel higher risk of criminal victimisation compared to women with lower PPFDM in response to cues of crime. We assess whether the impact of crime cues on women’s fear of crime are predicted by PPFDM. In particular, we studied whether PPFDM is associated with risk perceptions only when victimization risk is relatively high, and only for crimes that are evolutionarily more costly (i.e., male-perpetrated crime, especially rape). If PPFDM and risk perceptions correspond only when risk is high, this would suggest that women with relatively strong PPFDM are more sensitive to crime cues. On the other hand, if PPFDM and risk perceptions are associated even when women are not at risk of crime, and for all types of crime, even female-perpetrated crime, this would suggest the psychological mechanisms underlying PPFDM and risk perceptions are more general in nature, with women who prefer more physically dominant and formidable mates tending to feel more vulnerable no matter what their circumstances.

To investigate, in Study 1, we presented women with images taken from a city centre that varied in relation to natural cues (e.g., alleyways, deserted backstreets, broken windows, a shadowy figure of a man) indicative of crime (see Jones et al. 2011). Additionally, the images were taken during the day and at night. Women evaluated their risk of a violent victimization in the situation depicted in the image. We relied on these natural cues to elicit subjective feelings of being at risk of crime (see Abdullah et al. 2015; de Leon & Cohen, 2005; Jones et al. 2011). Rape is stereotypically associated with strange males and alleyways (e.g., McKibbin et al. 2009), and the risk of violent crime is higher at night compared to during the day (Office for National Statistics, 2013). Thus, women should feel particularly at risk of victimization in response to the images depicting these natural crime cues. Additionally, recent evidence suggests that there is a strong link between fear of crime and the prevailing crime rate within a 1.0 mile radius of people’s home address (Zhoa, Lawton, & Longmire, 2015). This suggests that crime cues in one’s immediate environment impact on one’s perceived risk of victimization. Therefore, in Study 2, we had women walk through a city centre, following a route that varied with respect to natural crime cues, and they indicated at several points
along the route their risk of victimization for different types of crimes (rape, robbery, and assault), committed by a male versus female assailant.

If women with stronger PPFDM are more sensitive to threats in their environment, then PPFDM and risk perceptions should correspond when women are at the most risk of crime. Therefore, PPFDM should predict risk only when there is a shadowy male figure present and when there are cues indicative of crime present in the environment, and not when these cues are absent (Hypothesis 1), and at night time compared to the daytime (Hypothesis 2). Additionally, we also explored whether different types of crime distinctly impact women in relation to their PPDFM. Therefore, PPFDM and crime type should interact, showing that the relationship between PPFDM and risk is larger for sexual assault than for physical assault and robbery, because sexual assault poses a larger potential evolutionary cost (Hypothesis 3). What is more, the Shadow of Sexual Assault Hypothesis (Ferraro, 1995; 1996; Warr, 1985) posits that women show a heightened fear of crime in comparison to men because all crimes, in particular male-perpetrated crimes, can escalate into sexual crimes. Therefore, PPFDM and perpetrator gender should have an interactive effect on risk perceptions, such that PPFDM corresponds with risk perceptions only for male- as opposed to female-perpetrated crime (Hypothesis 4).

Study 1

Method

Participants

One hundred and fifty eight women, ranging in age from 19 to 62 (M= 32.19, SD= 10.04) participated via an online study in return for monetary compensation. The majority of women reported being White (70.3%), whilst other ethnicities were reported as South Asian (15.8%), East Asian (6.3%), Black (3.2%), Hispanic (1.3%), Latino (.6%) or other (2.5%). The online survey was designed to screen out men.
Materials and procedure

The study was conducted online with Mechanical Turk participants. At the recruitment stage, participants were told that the study entailed evaluating images and that they had to complete the study on their own. Participants first provided demographic information (i.e., age, gender, relationship status, ethnicity, residential country). Participants who indicated they were a woman were automatically directed to the online experiment. The study concluded after the demographic survey for participants who indicated they were a man. We did not tell participants at any stage that we were interested in recruiting only women. This was to increase the validity of participants’ self-reports with respect to gender. Since the study was conducted online, we were not in a position to verify participant gender. Attention filter questions were included; none of the participants failed these checks. Participants were remunerated $1.50 for their participation.

The experiment entailed the participant rating a series of images, which were presented in a random order. Across the images, crime risk (crime safespots, crime hotspots, versus shadowy male) and time of day (daytime versus night time) were varied within subjects. To vary these factors, the images were taken at various locations around a city centre. For the safespots, there were 13 images, all comprised of open spaces. For the crime hotspots, there were 25 images in total, including 11 images of alleyways, and 14 of backstreets, and for the shadowy male figure, there were 11 images. Each location was photographed both during the daytime and the night time. Participants viewed each image for three seconds, after which they were asked to rate their risk of a violent victimization at that particular location if they were there on their own, on an 11 point scale that was anchored from 0% (not at all at risk) to 100% (absolutely at risk). Participants also completed the preference for formidable mates scale (see Snyder et al. 2011), which assessed participants’ preferences for long term partners who were: dominant, domineering, commanding, over-bearing, tough-guy, bad-boy, strong, powerful, broad shoulders, tall, could win a fight if necessary. Women rated these traits on a scale of 1 (not at all important) to 9 (extremely
The order in which participants completed the image rating task and formidable mates scale was counterbalanced across participants. The study took 15 minutes to complete.

**Measures and Data Analysis**

For each participant, risk perception scores were averaged across images, conditioning the data on risk situation and time of day. To measure PPFDM, responses to the preferences for formidable mates scale were summed across items for each participant. There was no significant difference in risk ratings, $t(156) = 3.71, p = .711$, or PPFDM scores, $t(156) = -1.068, p = .287$ according to the order in which they were completed. Hence, we did not include questionnaire order in any of the analyses that will follow. PPFDM scores were mean centred prior to analysis. The risk perception data were analysed with a 2 time of day (day versus night) x 3 risk situation (hotspots, safespots, versus male presence) ANCOVA, with PPFDM as the covariate. Alpha was set to .05 in the analysis. Significant results were further examined with Bonferonni corrected t-tests and Pearson’s $r$.

**Results**

**Preliminary Analyses**

On average, women’s risk perception scores fell around the mid-point of the scale ($M = 5.14, SD = 1.88$). There was a main effect for time of day; women rated their perceived risk of victimisation as higher for the night compared to the day images, ($M = 4.60, SEM = .15$ versus $M = 5.68, SEM = .13$), $F(1, 156)= 257.05, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .62$. Risk perception scores also varied significantly in relation to risk situation, $F(1, 37) = 254.38, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .62$. Women perceived their risk as higher for the male images ($M = 6.02, SEM = .14$) compared to the crime hotspot images ($M = 5.14, SEM = .14$) and the safespot images ($M = 4.26, SEM = .14$); perceived risk was also significantly higher for the hotspot compared to the safespot images, all $p$’s < .001. As such, the images affected feelings of risk in the manner that we had anticipated. The main effects, however, are qualified by significant interaction effects. Namely, a significant two-way interaction was obtained for risk situation and
time of day, $F(1, 312) = 65.46, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .29$. Perceived risk was significantly higher at night compared to daytime for images of crime hotspots (mean difference = 1.15, $p < .001$), safespots (mean difference = .507, $p < .001$) and male presence (mean difference = 1.56, $p < .001$). There was a significant difference in perceived risk between each risk situation during both the day and night (all $p$'s $< .001$)

PPFD

As can be seen in Figure 2, women’s risk perception scores were positively correlated with PPFD in every risk situation, both during the day and during the night. Additionally, PPFD was a significant predictor of risk perception scores, $F(1, 156) = 29.25, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .16$. Women with relatively high PPFD scores tended to perceive themselves as having a higher risk of victimisation ($r = .40, p < .001$). In addition, a significant three-way interaction was obtained for risk situation, time of day, and PPFD, $F(1, 312) = 5.86, p < .01, \eta_p^2 = .04$. To investigate the three-way interaction effect, we analysed each situation separately, using repeated measures ANCOVAs, with time of day as the repeated measure and PPFD as the covariate. Results indicated that the time of day x PPFD interaction effect was significant in only the male image condition, $F(1, 156) = 8.43, p = .004, \eta_p^2 = .05$. As can be seen in Figure 2, the effect emerged because the correlation between risk perception and PPFD was smaller for the situation in which there was a shadowy figure of a male at night time compared to daytime ($r = .39$ versus $r = .80$ versus, respectively), $z = 5.749, p < .001$. All other interactions were nonsignificant.

Discussion

The findings of Study 1 suggest that the relationship between PPFD and risk perceptions is general in nature. Contrary to Hypothesis 1, PPFD was positively correlated with risk perceptions in crime hotspots and safespots. Additionally, PPFD was positively correlated with risk perceptions in every situation, both at night and during the daytime. The strength of the association between
PPFDM and risk was smaller when the image portrayed a lone man in the night compared to the other situations depicted. This suggests that regardless of individual differences in risk perception, women by and large tended to perceive the image of a male figure as risky.

Taken together, the results of Study 1 indicate that the psychological mechanisms that underlie the relationship between PPFDM and risk perceptions seem to be general rather than specific in nature. Women with stronger PPFDM tend to feel more at risk, regardless of the circumstances. Moreover, the order in which participants completed the risk perception measurements or the PPFDM scale did not influence scores, suggesting PPFDM may be a stable trait, rather than being influenced by the images depicting varied risk of victimisation. However, perhaps we did not find evidence that women with higher PPFDM are more in tune with environmental risks because the testing context did not afford a sensitive enough test. Specifically, had we tested women’s risk perceptions in actual situations that varied with respect to victimisation risk cues, we may have found that the relationship between women’s risk perceptions and PPFDM varied in relation to the level of risk present in the situation.

To address these issues, in Study 2, we had women evaluate their risk of victimisation as they walked through a city centre, following a predetermined route that featured crime cues (e.g., alleyways, broken windows). They evaluated their risk in relation to several different types of crime (rape, robbery versus assault), perpetrated by a male versus female assailant. We also explored in Study 2 the multiple psychological dimensions of fear in relation to PPFDM, including fear of crime, perceived consequence seriousness, and perceived risk of victimization. However, as evidence suggests that perceived risk of victimization best defines fear of crime (e.g., Rountree & Land, 1996; Gabriel & Greve, 2003; Jackson, 2005; Warr, 1987), is strongly associated with fear of crime (e.g., Radar et al. 2007), differs by crime type (Reid & Konrad, 2004), almost entirely mediates the association between crime cues (e.g., broken windows, graffiti, anti-social behaviour) and fear of crime (Ferraro et al. 1992), and contributes, along with perceived offense seriousness, to overall fear
of victimisation (Warr & Stafford, 1983), we used perceived risk as our primary dependent variable to assess the relationship between feelings of vulnerability and PPFDM. Indeed, women’s fear of sexual assault seems to be based largely on their perceived risk (Fisher & Sloan, 2003; Wilcox et al. 2006), which also contributes largely to behaviours to avoid victimisation (Ferraro, 1995). Finally, Snyder et al. 2011 posit that there are likely to be individual differences across women in the benefits afforded by a formidable mate. For example, women vary in both their attractiveness to assailants and their abilities to protect themselves from victimisation. Likewise, research shows variations in women’s preferences for masculinity in males (e.g., Gangestad et al. 2004; Gildersleeve et al. 2013), in their risk perceptions (Šuklová & Sarmány-Schuller, 2011) and in their avoidance of risky situations (e.g., Chavanne & Gallup, 1998; Bröder & Hohmann, 2003) over the menstrual cycle. To take account of potential cycle effects, we ensured that equal numbers of women participated in the high versus low fertility phase of the menstrual cycle. We also assessed women’s general anxieties and body mass index (BMI) in Study 2. BMI has been shown to be related to fear of crime (Brown et al. 2014; Kodjebacheva et al. 2015) and feelings of vulnerability (Killias & Clerici, 2000).

Study 2

Method

Participants

An eligible sample of forty naturally and regularly cycling women, ranging in age from 18 to 35 ($M = 19.80$ years, $SD = 3.37$) participated in the study in return for course credit or payment. Informed consent was obtained from all women before participating, and the project received full ethical approval, as reviewed by the University of x’s research ethics committee. Participants were recruited from a larger sample of women which responded to a prescreening questionnaire which checked eligibility for participation. Eligibility requirements included being between 18 and 35 years
old, not using any form of hormonal contraceptives, and having a regular menstrual cycle (i.e.,
menses consistently occurring every 26-32 days).

Women were randomly assigned to participate on either days 1-3 (nonfertile phase, \( n = 21 \))
or days 12-16 (fertile phase, \( n = 19 \)) of their menstrual cycle. This was calculated using the forward
cycle method (Grammer, 1993; Wideman et al. 2013) using information provided in the prescreening
questionnaire. Participants were asked and reminded to inform the experimenter once their next
menses had begun to further verify menstrual cycle phase during participation using the. Sixteen
participants responded with their date of onset of next menses, 12 of which had participated in the
fertile phase. Ovulatory status was confirmed at the end of the study using the backwards count
method (Haselton & Gangestad, 2006) and a self-administered urine-based ovulation test.

**Materials and Procedure**

Participants reported to a laboratory at the start of the study. They were told that they were
taking part in a project in collaboration with Leicestershire Police to understand feelings of personal
safety in Leicester city centre. This cover story was employed to avoid disclosing to the participant
the true aims of the research. After providing their consent, participants completed a pre-route
questionnaire. This included questions about themselves (i.e., age, menstrual cycle, sexual
orientation, relationship status and living arrangements), along with distractor questions, regarding
their health and general lifestyle to disguise the research aims. Included in the questionnaire was the
PPFDM scale measuring preference for formidable mates (see Snyder et al. 2011), as in Study 1. The
order in which the PPFDM scale and the risk perception assessments were presented did not affect
responses in Study 1. As such, the PPFDM scale was completed once, before participants went on
the route around the city centre to assess how variations in vulnerability and risk perceptions would
predict PPFDM.
We also included the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (Watson et al. 1988) and the SF-36; a shorter form of the SF-36 (Ware et al. 1996), which is composed of two scales for assessing physical and mental health. These measures were included to allow us to assess the influence of mood and feelings of anxiety on fear of crime. After completing the questionnaire, participants’ height and weight were recorded to calculate body mass index (BMI).

A 1.7 mile route was selected to include a range of geographical locations across the city centre, including alleyways, backstreets, open areas and shopping areas (e.g., market stalls and retail stores). The route featured nine key points, including five crime hotspots (e.g., alleyways and back streets, see Figure 1), and four safespots (e.g., including open areas, and busy shopping areas, see figure x). A female research assistant escorted the research participant from the lab to the start of the route, and then walked with the participant along the route. We opted to only use female research assistants to reduce variability, as interviewer gender can impact fear of crime reports (e.g., Killias, & Clerici, 2000). The research assistants were blind to participant responses on the previously mentioned scales. Research assistants were instructed to avoid unnecessary conversation with the participant along the route so as to avoid distracting the participant from her surroundings, and to provoke feelings of being alone. The experimenter and participant stopped at each of the nine key points, in which the participant was asked to record their responses to the questions measuring their fear of crime on a sheet of paper. The experimenter was unaware of the responses recorded by the participants.

A questionnaire was designed by the researchers based on fear of crime research (see e.g., Gabriel & Greve, 2003; Jackson, 2005; Killias & Clerici, 2000; Rountree & Land, 1996). Participants

1 We initially defined crime hotspots as stereotypical indicators of situations where crime is more likely to occur, following suggestions from previous research (e.g., Broder & Höhmann, 2003; Chavanne & Gallup, 1998; Jones, Drury & McBeath, 2011) such as alleyways, backstreets, deserted and dimly lit areas. However, whilst piloting the route we came across an additional location at the end of the route. This was a deserted pub with broken and boarded up windows, surrounded by litter. Despite not fitting our original definition of a crime hotspot, it came to our attention that it provoked feelings of vulnerability and risk of crime and thus we decided to include this as a key point at the very end of the route (hence including 5 crime hotspots and 4 safespots). We therefore used mean scores rather than the sum of risk scores for data analysis. Results do not differ with this crime hotspot included or omitted.
were asked to respond as if they were alone in that particular location at the present time. The questionnaire began by asking participants to state in which type of location they were (e.g., residential street, alleyway, shop) to verify their perception of that location was veridical. The questionnaire proceeded to ask how safe they felt on a scale from 0 (very unsafe) to 10 (very safe). They were then asked about the extent of their fear of crime in that area, from 0 (no fear at all) to 10 (highly fearful). Afterwards, open-ended questions were asked regarding which particular crime they felt most afraid of becoming victim to in that location, and for what reason—that is, what outcome or consequence they feared as a result of becoming victim to that crime (e.g., injury). They were then asked to rate the perceived seriousness of that consequence on a scale from 0 (no negative consequences) to 10 (very serious consequences).

To measure perceived risk, participants were asked to report how likely on a scale of 0 (not likely at all) to 10 (extremely likely) they perceived their risk of becoming a victim of each crime. The crimes included: rape by a man, robbery by a man, robbery by a woman, physical assault by a man, and physical assault by a woman. Finally, they were asked about their feelings of vulnerability with regard to becoming a victim of crime on a scale from 0 (not vulnerable at all) to 10 (extremely vulnerable), and an open-ended question about which crime they felt particularly vulnerable to in that location.

On completion of the route, the participant and experimenter returned to the lab, wherein the participant took a self-administered urine based ovulation test and was given a full debrief detailing the true aims of the research.

Data analysis

We averaged women’s risk perception scores, conditioning the data on location, crime type and perpetrator gender. To measure PPFDM, we summed the ratings women gave on the preferences for physically formidable and dominant mates scale. Finally, following guidelines for
analysing the PANAS, we calculated scores for negative and positive affect separately (see Watson et al. 1988). Only 6 participants were in a relationship; thus, it was not possible to analyse current relationship status in relation to any of the other study variables.

Results

Preliminary Analyses

First we assessed whether women had interpreted the visual cues along the route in the manner that we had hoped. Towards this end, we conducted repeated measures t-tests on women’s ratings of safety, fear of crime, vulnerability, and victimization consequences, with location as the repeated measures factor. Effect sizes were calculated using Cohen’s $d$ (Cohen, 1988), with the Morris and DeShon’s (2002) equation 8 correction for dependence among means for within-subjects designs. The results are presented in Table 1. As shown, women felt significantly less safe, reported higher levels of fear, felt more vulnerable, and perceived that the consequences of crime would be more serious for them in the crime hotspots compared to safespots. Additionally, we verified and found based on women’s written responses that their perceptions were veridical with being in a hotspot versus safespot. Thus, women had perceived the visual cues of crime in the manner we had expected.

We also performed bivariate analyses of the fear of crime measures taken in hotspots and safespots in relation to PPFDM, negative affect and positive affect. The results are shown in Table 2. PPFDM was positively and significantly associated with negative affect. As such, in the analyses that follow, we modelled the dependent variables with both PPFDM and negative affect included. PPFDM was significantly and positively correlated with the crime hotspot data, including perceptions of risk, vulnerability, and seriousness of consequences of victimisation. For the safespot data, PPFDM was significantly and positively correlated only with the perception of seriousness.
The correlation between fertility status and PPFDM was assessed using Spearman’s rho. PPFDM and fertility status were significantly and positively associated, \( r_s (38) = .361, p = .033 \), indicating that fertile women preferred aggressive-formidability in mates. However, fertility status was not significantly related to women’s risk perceptions in either crime hotspots, \( r_s (38) = .069, p = .67 \), or safespots, \( r_s (38) = -.011, p = .95 \), nor did it significantly interact with any of the other predictor variables in predicting risk perceptions. Thus, fertility status will not be discussed any further.

**PPFDM and Perceived Risk of Robbery and Physical Assault by Male and Female Perpetrators**

We began our analysis by examining women’s reports regarding their perceived risk of crime as they walked through crime hotspots and safespots in the city centre. To test our hypotheses, we conducted a 2 (location) x 2 (assailant gender) x 2 (crime type) repeated measures ANCOVA on the personal risk perception scores, with the mean centred PPFDM and negative affect scores entered as covariates.

A significant main effect was obtained for PPFDM, \( F(1, 37) = 5.21, p < .05, \eta_p^2 = .12 \). Women who reported relatively high rates of perceived risk tended to score higher on the PPFDM scale, \( r = .35, p < .05 \). Negative affect was not associated with risk perceptions, \( F(1, 37) = .26, \eta_p^2 = .00 \). Women perceived their risk of crime as being significantly higher in crime hotspots compared to safespots (\( M = 5.77, SEM = .25 \) versus \( M = 3.66, SEM = .21 \), respectively), a significant main effect for location, \( F(1, 37) = 64.66, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .64 \). Women also perceived themselves as having a significantly higher risk of being attacked by a male compared to female assailant (\( M = 5.29, SEM = .21 \) versus \( M = 4.14, SEM = .23 \), respectively), a significant main effect for assailant gender, \( F(1, 37) = 35.15, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .49 \). Finally, a significant main effect for crime type was also obtained, with women rating their risk of robbery as higher than their risk of physical assault (\( M = 5.14, SEM = .21 \) versus \( M = 4.29, SEM = .20 \), respectively), \( F(1, 37) = 38.41, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .51 \).
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Figure 3 displays the relationship between PPFDM and fear of crime by assailant gender and location. The interaction between PPFDM and location was not significant; thus, Hypothesis 1, which stated the relationship between PPFDM and risk is stronger in hotspots compared to safespots, was not supported. Additionally, the interaction between PPFDM and assailant gender did not reach statistical significance, $F(1, 37) = 2.08, p = .16, \eta^2_p = .05$. Therefore, Hypothesis 2, which predicted a stronger relationship between PPFDM and risk for male- compared to female-perpetrated crimes, was not supported.

There were several 2-way interaction effects: assailant gender and location, $F(1, 37) = 12.39, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .25$, assailant gender and crime type, $F(1, 37) = 5.76, p < .05, \eta^2_p = .14$, and location and crime type, $F(1, 37) = 11.69, p < .01, \eta^2_p = .24$. These relationships are depicted in Figure 4.

Pairwise comparisons adjusted for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni correction were used to examine these interactions. The assailant gender by location interaction showed that whilst there was a significant difference in perceived risk of male- versus female-perpetrated crimes in both hotspots and safespots, the gender difference was larger in hotspots (mean difference = 1.44, $SE = .24, p < .001$) compared to safespots (mean difference = .85, $SE = .17, p < .001$). Similarly, whilst perceived risk was significantly higher in hotspots compared to safespots regardless of perpetrator gender, the location difference was larger for male (mean difference = 2.4, $p < .001$) compared to female-perpetrated crimes (mean difference = 1.81, $p < .001$). Secondly, although the perceived risk of a male compared to a female perpetrator was higher for both robbery (mean difference= 1.00, $SE = .20, p < .001$) and physical assault (mean difference= 1.28, $SE = .201, p < .001$), the gender difference was slightly greater for physical assault. The risk of robbery was perceived as higher than the risk of assault regardless of gender, but the crime type difference was slightly higher for female-perpetrated (mean difference = .991, $p < .001$) compared to male-perpetrated crimes mean difference = .71, $p < .001$). Finally, whilst the perceived risk of robbery was significantly higher than perceived risk of physical assault in hotspots (mean difference= .43, $SE= .13, p < .01$) and safespots (mean difference = 1.28, $SE = .231, p < .001$), robbery was perceived as being particularly more likely
compared to physical assault in the safespots. The difference in perceived risk according to location was greater for physical assault crimes (mean difference = 2.54, \( p < .001 \)) compared to robbery (mean difference = 1.68, \( p < .001 \)).

Perceived Personal Risk of Rape versus Robbery and Physical Assault by Male Perpetrators

To test Hypothesis 3, which posited that the relationship between PPFDM and risk perceptions is stronger for sexual assault compared to other crimes, we conducted a 2 (location) x 3 (crime type—for only male-perpetrated crime) mixed model ANCOVA on the personal risk of crime scores, entering the mean centred PPFDM and negative affect scores as the covariates. Figure 3 displays the results.

In keeping with the previous results, PPFDM was a significant predictor of perceived risk, \( F(1, 37) = 7.37, p < .05, \eta_p^2 = .17 \). Women who expressed a stronger preference for formidable mates also tended to perceive themselves as having a higher risk of crime, \( r = .40, p < .05 \). Risk was not associated with negative affect, \( F(1, 37) = .38, p = .54, \eta_p^2 = .01 \). However, women perceived themselves as having a greater risk of crime in hotspots compared to safespots (\( M = 6.48, SEM = .27 \) versus \( M = 3.56, SEM = .21 \), respectively), \( F(1, 37) = 101.79, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .73 \), and women’s risk perceptions significantly varied in relation to crime type (rape \( M = 4.49, SEM = .21 \); robbery \( M = 5.65, SEM = .21 \); assault \( M = 4.94, SEM = .22 \), \( F(1, 37) = 26.99, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .42 \). PPFDM did not interact with location however, \( F(2, 74) = .82, p = .44, \eta_p^2 = .02 \). As shown in Figure 3, the strength of the association between PPFDM and risk perceptions was similar across crime type. Thus, support for Hypothesis 3, which proposed that PPFDM would be especially predictive of risk perceptions for rape compared to other types of crimes, was not found.

There was a significant location x crime type interaction, \( F(2, 74) = 25.02, p < .001, \eta_p^2 = .40 \). Pairwise comparisons adjusted for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni correction showed that perceived risk was significantly higher for hotspots compared to safespots for all crimes (all \( p \)’s
However, whilst there was no difference in perceived risk for male-perpetrated robbery, assault or rape in the hotspots (all p’s > .122), perceived risk for these male-perpetrated crimes differed significantly in the safespots. Perceived risk for male-perpetrated robbery was significantly higher than perceived risk for male-perpetrated rape (mean difference = 2.16, SE mean difference = .32, p < .001) and for physical assault (mean difference = 1.16, SE mean difference = .25, p < .001).

Perceived risk of male-perpetrated physical assault was significantly higher than perceived risk of rape (mean difference=.995, SE mean difference = .194, p<.001). No other statistically significant relationships were found (F’s < 1.40).

**Discussion**

Previous research has found that fear of crime is related to preferences for physically formidable and dominant mates (Snyder et al. 2011). Life history models suggest that cues of environmental risk during childhood, including attachment styles and psychosocial stress, predict reproductive strategies in later adulthood (e.g., see Del Giudice, 2009). Further, Snyder and colleagues found evidence that PPFDM is a relatively stable trait, with PPFDM predicted by prevalence of crime during childhood and subjective fear of crime rather than current actual crime levels. They proposed that feelings of worry in relation to becoming a crime victim are related to PPFDM due to the protection that a physically formidable mate can offer. However, it has been suggested that reproductive strategies may adjust with changing environments (see Del Giudice, 2009). Therefore, as PPFDM seems to be related to vulnerability, we tested whether the strength of the association between PPFDM and fear of crime is stronger for situations in which the risk and costs of victimisation, and hence, the need for protection, are higher. If women with a high PPFDM are particularly sensitive to cues indicative of victimisation risk, then PPFDM and risk perceptions should correspond most strongly when the risk of crime is high. On the other hand, if PPFDM is predictive of risk, even in safe environments, this would suggest that women with strong PPFDM generally feel more vulnerable compared to their counterparts. To investigate, we had women...
evaluate their risk of crime in situations depicted in images that varied in the presence of crime risk cues (Study 1). We also had women rate their risk of victimisation as they walked through crime hotspots and safespots in a city centre (Study 2).

In Study 1, we found that women evaluated their risk of victimisation as higher in situations where there was a lone shadowy male figure and when there were other cues indicative of crime (e.g., alleyways, night time). In Study 2, we found that women felt more vulnerable, felt less safe, perceived their risk of crime to be higher, and they were more concerned about the victimisation seriousness (hereby, these results will be collectively referred to as ‘fear of crime’) in the crime hotspots compared to safespots. Therefore, women as a whole were sensitive to the cues in their environment, which in turn affected their perceptions of risk and fear of crime.

We tested whether strong preferences for dominant and formidable mates was associated with greater perceived victimisation risk, particularly in situations in which the risk of victimisation is highest, including situations in which there are crime cues, the assailant is male, and the crime is sexual assault. The findings suggest that the psychological mechanism underlying the association between perceived risk of victimisation and PPFDM is general in nature. Women who tended to fear crime the most and who viewed themselves as having a relatively high victimization risk, tended to prefer physically formidable and dominant mates more strongly than other women. Thus, our results are in keeping with Snyder and colleagues’ (2011) proposal that PPFDM may not be related to actual prevailing rates of violence, but rather appears to be associated with women’s self-assessed vulnerability.

Previous research suggests that women avoid risky situations during phases of peak fertility (e.g., Bröder & Hohmann, 2003; Chavanne & Gallup, 1998), when sexual victimisation is arguably more costly due to the increased chance of conception. Fessler and colleagues (2014) suggest that a woman’s assets e.g., reproductive fitness and survival, are more at risk of incurring costs of victimisation at peak fertility. Whilst we did not find fertility status to be associated with perceptions
of risk or fear of victimisation, fertility status was associated with PPFDM. Snyder et al. (2011) suggest that women with higher vulnerability to crime victimisation should have higher preferences for formidable mates. Fertile compared to nonfertile women indeed reported a higher PPFDM. This finding may suggest that the higher asset risks associated with ovulation, and thus increased vulnerability to crime is associated with a higher need for protection from a formidable mate. However, some traits associated with a formidable mate such as tall and broad shoulders are associated with masculinity, which signals quality genetics (Tybur & Gangestad, 2011; Scott, Clark, Boothroyd & Penton-Voak, 2013). Preference for such traits do vary over the menstrual cycle (e.g, Gangestad et al. 2004; Gildersleeve et al. 2013). Further examination of the influence of fertility status on PPFDM would be an interesting avenue for further research.

Negative affect was significantly associated with PPFDM. The emotions scared, nervous, jittery and afraid contribute to the measure of negative affect in the PANAS, and fear has been shown to be one of two main components of the negative affect scale (Ebesutani et al. 2011). Therefore, our results are in step with previous findings, showing that negative affect and fear are correlated. This finding may suggest that preference for physically formidable and dominant mates is tied to a general individual differences factor, with women who feel the most afraid and vulnerable having strong preferences for physically formidable and dominant mates. The data suggest that women who generally feel more vulnerable, regardless of the situation, have a high PPFDM, and women who generally feel less vulnerable have a lower PPFDM. This may suggest overall individual differences in risk assessments, which in turn influence mate preferences. Women are likely to vary in their own abilities to defend against a potential antagonist and the importance they place on a formidable mate. One way we assessed this possibility to estimate women’s ability to defend themselves was through BMI measurements, and we found that BMI was not associated with either fear of crime or PPFDM. However, there may be other individual difference factors that underlie the relationship between PPFDM and fear of crime, and this warrants further examination. Women feel more or less vulnerable to victimisation for a number of
reasons. First, childhood experiences with physical threats may play a large role, and may explain the
stability of PPFDM into adulthood (e.g., Sherman et al. 2015). For example, an interesting avenue for
future research would be to examine the development of PPFDM as a function of childhood
experiences of crime, heightened vulnerability, and limited protection. Other factors that might
affect women’s PPFDM could include the psychological ability to cope with threat, the perceived
value of a women’s assets (e.g., the ability to defend herself and the evolutionary costs to fitness
that she is likely to suffer from violent victimisation, see Fessler et al. 2015) or past victimisation
experiences with strangers versus mates (Cate et al. 2003).

Based on their research, Snyder et al (2011) suggested that subjective fear of crime was a
relatively stable trait, which is unlikely to vary over short time spans. However, they argued that
before definitive conclusions could be made regarding the stability of fear of crime, it was necessary
to assess fear of crime with more ecologically valid primes. Indeed, using real life crime hotspots
versus safespots, we found fear to be more variable; fear varied in response to the environment. As
women walked around the city centre, fear of crime ratings differed between crime hotspots and
safespots, suggesting that fear of crime may not be a stable trait. Perceived risk appeared to reflect
actual crime rates; perceived risk of robbery was higher than perceived risk of physical assault and
sexual assault, which is in line with crime statistics for Leicestershire.\(^2\) However, despite finding
PPFDM to be higher in women that report higher perceived risk of victimisation, the association
between PPFDM and perceived risk of victimisation did not vary according to location and crime
type. As such, our findings regarding the stability of PPFDM are in keeping with Snyder et al.’s
(2011), suggesting that PPFDM is a stable trait. However, our findings are not in line with Marzoli et
al.’s (2013) who found primes regarding the prevalence of violence to influence mate preferences.

However, firstly, there may be evolutionary advantages of the stability of such psychological

\(^2\) Crime statistics for Leicester were accessed from the Office for National Statistics website
to police recorded crime by offence group and police force area in 2013/14, which shows that theft (total
recorded crime: 33,497) was more prevalent than violence against a person (10,822), and sexual offences
(1,137)
mechanisms. Our finding of stability in the relationship between PPFDM and risk may be due to the fact that it may not be adaptive for women to engage in a risk assessment each time they encounter a new environment or a potential mate. Moreover, we asked women about their preferences for formidability and dominance in a long-term mate specifically. Snyder et al. (2008) found that relationship type (short- versus long-term) moderated changes in women’s trade-off for dominance versus prestige in a partner. The trade-off faced in the commitment versus protection afforded by a physically formidable and dominant mate should not fluctuate in a long-term partner like it would for a short-term partner. Rather, it makes sense that women who generally feel less able to protect themselves, and thus vulnerable to criminal victimisation, would reap the protective benefits from a physically formidable and dominant long-term mate regardless of the situation. Similarly, it may not be considered adaptive for preferences for a long-term mate to continuously update as this is likely to compromise relationship commitment, unlike for a short-term mate. Had we asked about preferences for a short-term mate, or simply not clarified relationship type, the relationship between PPFDM and perceived risk may have been less stable. However, as discussed by Del Giudice (2009), stability in the relationship between risk perceptions and PPFDM may only be considered adaptive in relatively stable environments.

Secondly, we have not considered the flexibility of the mechanism over longer-term time scales or in response to the environment, as the trade-off of having a formidable mate fluctuates. It is possible that the mechanism may recalibrate according to prevalence of threat in the environment. Future research could consider assessing the relationship between PPFDM and vulnerability to victimisation over longer time periods, such as women who have moved between the city and the countryside. Future research could also consider assessing PPFDM in a real-life setting, that is, in crime hotspots versus safespots as fear and risk of crime varies to determine whether PPFDM varies with cues of crime. Indeed, Marzoli et al. (2013) found primes regarding the prevalence of violence to influence mate preferences.
One limitation of the current study is that childhood crime rates were not assessed, and hence, we could not determine the role that childhood experiences played in the development of PPFDM. Additionally, our study cannot rule out the possibility that the association between PPFDM and perceived risk of crime is accounted for by a social learning explanation. For example, children that grew up in areas with higher prevalence of crime may experience their mother’s choice of partner as being physically formidable and dominant as protection from criminal victimisation, and subsequently learnt from this behaviour. The sample size in Study 2 could also be considered a limitation. We prioritised data collection in the real world to investigate the priming effects that authentic crime hotspots had on fear of crime at the cost of a relatively small sample size.

Nonetheless, it is important to note that our manipulation of fear of crime was effective, and that our main research finding of an association between vulnerability and PPFDM is similar to previous research (e.g., Snyder et al. 2011) thus providing convergent data. Therefore, future research should aim to replicate this methodology using both a larger sample size and a between-subjects manipulation of location, while assessing whether PPFDM varies according to location and update in response to cues of risk (i.e., in crime hotspots versus safespots).

In summary, across two studies, our findings indicate that the relationship between perceived vulnerability and preferences for the protection offered by a physically formidable and dominant male is robust. We extended previous research by examining the specificity of the cognitive mechanisms underlying the association between PPFDM and fear of crime under ecologically valid conditions. We tested the specificity of PPFDM, examining whether women with strong PPFDM perceived greater vulnerability to relatively more evolutionarily costly crimes. However, our results indicated that PPFDM may be a stable trait. We conclude that women with strong PPFDM feel relatively more at risk, fearful, and vulnerable to criminal victimisation compared to their counterparts, regardless of whether there are situational risk factors present.
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Table 1. Mean (SEM) Ratings of Personal Safety, Fear of Crime, Consequences, and Vulnerability

Ratings in Crime Hotspots versus Safespots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hotspots</th>
<th>Safespots</th>
<th>t (39)</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Cohen's d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Safety</strong></td>
<td>4.16 (1.83)</td>
<td>7.53 (1.57)</td>
<td>-9.88</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
<td>-1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fear of Crime</strong></td>
<td>5.88 (2.04)</td>
<td>3.96 (1.77)</td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consequences</strong></td>
<td>7.26 (1.74)</td>
<td>4.97 (1.93)</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vulnerability</strong></td>
<td>6.08 (1.82)</td>
<td>3.71 (1.55)</td>
<td>8.46</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Zero-order Correlation Coefficients Across the Covariates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 PPFDN</td>
<td>.129</td>
<td>.361*</td>
<td>.212</td>
<td>.359*</td>
<td>-.019</td>
<td>.195</td>
<td>.396*</td>
<td>.342*</td>
<td>.349*</td>
<td>-.144</td>
<td>-.112</td>
<td>.351*</td>
<td>.168</td>
<td>.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Positive Affect</td>
<td>-.168</td>
<td>.137</td>
<td>-.182</td>
<td>-.015</td>
<td>-.092</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>-.105</td>
<td>-.006</td>
<td>.317*</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>.127</td>
<td>.017</td>
<td>.340*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Negative Affect</td>
<td>-.180</td>
<td>.142</td>
<td>-.123</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>-.091</td>
<td>.110</td>
<td>.163</td>
<td>.020</td>
<td>-.107</td>
<td>-.202</td>
<td>-.088</td>
<td>-.090</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 BMI</td>
<td>-.132</td>
<td>.132</td>
<td>-.098</td>
<td>.106</td>
<td>-.176</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>-.046</td>
<td>.011</td>
<td>.234</td>
<td>-.051</td>
<td>.214</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 British Crime Survey</td>
<td>-234</td>
<td>.179</td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>.369*</td>
<td>.232</td>
<td>-.409**</td>
<td>-.098</td>
<td>.053</td>
<td>.265</td>
<td>.207</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 City Hotspot Safety Perception</td>
<td>-368*</td>
<td>-.209</td>
<td>-.496**</td>
<td>-.471**</td>
<td>.196</td>
<td>-.036</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>-.119</td>
<td>-.239</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 City Hotspot Fear of Crime</td>
<td>.558**</td>
<td>.579**</td>
<td>.597**</td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>.460**</td>
<td>.334*</td>
<td>.175</td>
<td>.257</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 City Hotspot Consequence Seriousness</td>
<td>.650*</td>
<td>.709*</td>
<td>.073</td>
<td>.238</td>
<td>.591**</td>
<td>.411**</td>
<td>.247</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 City Hotspot Vulnerability</td>
<td>.732**</td>
<td>-.183</td>
<td>.217</td>
<td>.215</td>
<td>.461**</td>
<td>.198</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 City Hotspot Risk Perception</td>
<td>-.091</td>
<td>.272</td>
<td>.317*</td>
<td>.192</td>
<td>.378*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 City Safespot Safety Perception</td>
<td>.069</td>
<td>-.116</td>
<td>-.132</td>
<td>-.201</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 City Safespot Fear of Crime</td>
<td>.203</td>
<td>.344</td>
<td>.306</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 City Safespot Consequence Seriousness</td>
<td>.481*</td>
<td>.548*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 City Safespot Vulnerability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 City Safespot Risk Perception</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.617**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<.05, two tailed; **p<.01, two tailed
Figure 1. Examples of the images (Study 1) and key points (Study 2), including an alleyway (i.e., a crime hotspot; far left) an open area (i.e., a safespot; middle) and a lone shadowy male (right).
Figure 2. The relationship between risk perception and PPFDM across situations, with the top panel for the male images, the middle panel for the hotspot images, and the bottom panel for the safespot images. Closed circles denote image ratings for the night time condition, and open circles denote image ratings for the daytime condition.
Figure 3. Preference for formidable mates and perceived personal risk of crime (robbery, physical assault, and rape) by assailant gender and location. The data for crime hotspots are plotted in the top panel, and the data for safespots are plotted in the bottom panel.
Figure 4. Mean personal risk perception (+1SEM) by location, crime type, and assailant gender.